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Professional Photography

Of Your

Creative Photography to Enhance Your Brand, Sell Your Product or Tell Your Story
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Quality Photography



Creatively Shot, Delivered Fast





Unique Content



We Create A Library of Images.





Experienced & Professional



Over 20 Years in the Photography Industry










About Your Photographer
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Melbourne Photographer Man With A Camera provides professional photography & videography production for events, conferences, commercial and industrial projects, business branding, annual reports, activations and product launches.

Lead photographer and business owner Simon Woodcock has worked in the photographic industry for over 20 years, starting his career at the BBC before moving into national magazines and newspapers in the UK before relocating to Melbourne.




Simon and his team of photographers have current WWC accreditation and pride themselves on providing a reliable, friendly and respectful service to their broad base of commercial and corporate photography clients, helping them to increase their exposure and amplify their message through the creation of authentic and engaging photography.

Get in touch today to discuss how we can help YOU showcase your event, business or commercial project with professional photography.
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Our Photography Clients Include:
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Events
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View More
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     Excellent  
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         sarah carr 
 
 
 
  Have worked with Simon a number of times now and can always count on him to produce wonderful, high-quality shots that truly capture the essence of our events. We've created such a great working relationship that he knows just what we want out of our event photos and manages to deliver above and beyond every time.
  
 
        Victoria Fratin 
 
 
 
  Highly recommend working with Simon! He was lovely and easy to work with during our annual conference and he took beautiful photos that captured the vibe of our event. An absolute treat to work with!
  
 
        Jordan Crouch 
 
 
 
  Very professional, helpful and accommodating!
  
 
        Fraser Baker 
 
 
 
  If you're looking for an experienced and professional event and corporate photographer in Melbourne, you can't find better than Simon from Man With A Camera Photography. Highly recommended!
  
 
        MishManners 
 
 
 
  Simon was amazing to work with. He captures a moment beautifully and did a great job at our Serverless days conference.
  
 
        Alicia Cheah 
 
 
 
  Simon does fantastic work, is very well-priced, and helped us get lots of great memories and photos of our community conference. He was also very quick to get the photos to us - within a week of the event. Highly recommended!
  
 
        Daniel Delaway 
 
 
 
  If you're looking for a down to earth photographer you can trust to absolutely kill it at your event, look no further, Simon's your guy. Professional photos at competitive prices - would highly recommend!
  
 
        Lorraine Khng 
 
 
 
  Had the pleasure of working with Simon at All Energy Conference, where he photographed our booth and activities at the event. Excellent work ethic and very professional, Simon was willing to get input and direction but at the same time worked independently and added his creative spin to the pictures. Thanks Simon!
  
 
        Shammah Eric 
 
 
 
  Fantastic work by Simon! He helped us with our company conference and captured all the important moments. The photos came out great and we received a lot of feedback from our staff regarding his professionalism. Highly recommend! 😊
  
 
        Donna Damyon 
 
 
 
  Simon was very patient and gave great direction during our work photo shoot.  Photos look fantastic.  Thanks Simon.
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[image: A really interesting month of events from @theausinstitute to help celebrate their 30th anniversary, with talks from rockstar economist @yanis.varoufakis on his book Technofeudalism followed by a rather sobering discussion with His Excellency Anote Tong, former President of Kiribati who was joined by Dr Monique Ryan and The Australia Institute Executive Director Richard Denniss.]



[image: I’ve been clearing the decks and archiving photos from this year so that we can hit the ground running in 2024 and I’ve got myself a little sidetracked looking at some of my favourite moments from this year.   The standout event from this year was a little jaunt to LA & Nevada with some fine gentlemen from the other side of the world who had landmark birthdays to celebrate.  What started as a probably-not-gonna-happen idea on WhatsApp turned into a week in LA, Joshua Tree National Park and U2 at Sphere in Las Vegas.  In case you’re wondering if Sphere is really as impressive as the clips you’ve seen on the socials - it is!  With incredible sound and visuals it really is a unique venue and love ‘em or hate ‘em, U2 know how to put on a show. The venue takes the live music experience to the next level.  We also caught Darren Aronofsky’s Postcard from Earth which is basically a chance to showcase the new 18K Big Sky cameras that have been developed for movies at Sphere. Some of the footage was breathtaking and I’m really interested to see what they do with it next.  It’s hard to do the place justice with an outdated iphone and I’d love to get in there with my camera and a wide lens!  Whatever you have planned this festive season, I hope you have an enjoyable, restful and safe time and I look forward to seeing you in 2024. #u2 #sphere #joshuatree #joshuatreenationalpark]



[image: U2 All I Want Is You singalong, U2UV, Sphere Las Vegas, Nov 1, 2023 #u2 #sphere #spherevegas #u2sphere #u2uv #u2uvsphere]
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Microsoft Business Forward

Hosted under their Business Forward banner, Microsoft took over two of the enormous sound stages at Docklands Studios, where the brand…


Read more
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Melbourne Beer Fest

It was as if someone had asked, what kind of event would you like to photograph once Melbourne comes out of lockdown…


Read more
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Affordable Art Fair

Visitors at the recent Affordable Art Fair at the Melbourne Convention & Exhibition Centre were able to experience an augmented reality…


Read more




Contact us

Get a quote, FAST! Submit your details below and we’ll respond promptly.
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Send

Thank you for your message. It has been sent.
×
There was an error trying to send your message. Please try again later.
×
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530 Little Collins Street, Melbourne VIC 3000




0450 586 561
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